PlantPReS: A database for plant proteome response to stress.
About 75% of plant yield potential has been estimated to be lost to environmental stresses, even in developed agricultures. To facilitate the biotechnological improvement of crop productivity, genes and proteins that control crop adaptation to a wide range of environments will need to be identified. Due to the challenges faced in text/data mining, there is a large gap between the data available to researchers and the hundreds of published plant stress proteomics articles. Plant stress proteome database (PlantPReS; www.proteome.ir) is an open online proteomic database, which currently (as of October 2015) comprises >20,413 entries from 456 manually curated articles, and contains >10,600 unique stress responsive proteins. Since every aspect of the experiments, including protein name, accession number, plant type, tissue, stress types, organelles, and developmental stage has been digitized, experimental data can be rapidly accessed and integrated. Furthermore, PlantPReS enables researchers to perform multiple analyses on the database using the filtration mode, and the results of each query indicate a series of proteins for which a set of selected criteria is met. The query results can be displayed in either text or graphical format. The promise of text and data mining to facilitate and enhance research fundamentally has not yet been achieved, mainly because great numbers of stress-associated proteins are not deposited in databases. PlantPReS is a valuable database for the vast majority of researchers working in proteomics and plant stress areas. It has a user-friendly interface with a number of useful features, including a search engine, analysis tools, gene ontology, a function for cross-referencing useful external databases, and the expression pattern of stress associated proteins.